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                                              Platform as a Service: Accessible Anywhere, Anytime
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	Key Platform Capabilities	Real-Time Modeling
	Data-Enabled Modeling
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	Coupled GW/SW Modeling
	Recharge Modeling
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	Data Driven Modeling
	Particle Tracking
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	New Capabilities	Realtime Interactive MODFLOW
	Scripting Environment for FloPy (coming soon)
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                                              Networks of Data, Models, and People
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						Networks	Model Network: a network of published models, with intelligent reporting
	Curriculum Network: universities around the world utilizing MAGNET for curriculum innovations
	User Network:  dynamic distribution of MAGNET users around the world
	Data Network: diversity of preprocessed data live-linked to the MAGNET platform
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                                             Make Learning Fun: Team Work, Nonlinear Inquiries, and Active Co-construction of Knowledge
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	More...
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						Gallery A	3D Site Characterization
	Flow and Fate and Transport Modeling
	Drinking Source Water Protection
	Source Water Protection for GW Ecosystems
	GW Remediation Analysis and Design
	Environmental Impact Evaluation
	Groundwater & Lake Management
	Water System Sustainability Modeling
	Assessing Impact of Water Withdrawals
	Landuse, Climate, & Recharge Dynamics
	Conjunctive Surface & Groundwater Use
	3D Geological Modeling
	GW and infrastructure Development
	Aquifer Test Design and Analysis
	Characterizing non-point Source Pollution
	Worldwide Modeling
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	Modeling Source Water to GW Ecosystems
	Impact of Wastewater Discharge on Wells
	GW Sustainability in Michigan Lowlands
	Drinking Water Source Area Delineation
	Impact of Water Withdrawals on Baseflow
	GW Recharge Modeling in the Michigan Basin
	Impact of Development on Seeps
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	3D Visualization of Landfill Contamination
	Modeling GW Interactions with Lakes
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                                            Seeing the Unseen: an Animation is Worth a Thousand Pictures
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						Research 	Real World heterogeneity
	Random Field Representation
	Effects of Spatial Heterogeneity
	Effects of Temporal Variability
	Effects of Interacting Heterogeneity
	Effects of Multiscale Heterogeneity
	Macridispersion Models
	Monte Carlo Simulations
	Transport in Complex Aquifers
	Transport in Fractured Tills



	Education  	Regional Vertical Circulation
	Seepage Under Dams
	Aquifer Response to Pumping 
	Law of Refraction 
	FLow in Anisotropic Aquifers 
	Wellhead Delineation 
	Connection with Surface Water 
	Stream Aquifer Interaction 
	Artificial Recharge 
	Groundwater Contamination
	Transport Processes 
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                                            A Systematic Set of References: Tutorials, Manuals, and Step by Step Case Studies
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						Quick Tutorials 1	2D Steady Flow
	Nested Flow Model
	Particle Tracking
	Water Budget Analysis
	Contaminant Transport
	3D FLow, Multiple Comp-layers
	Unsteady Flow Model
	Model Calibration
	Synthetic Model
	3D FLow, Multiple Geo-layers
	A Hierarchy of Models
	Profile Modeling
	Importing Shapefiles to a Model
	Post-Analysis Tool



	Quick Tutorials 2	Single Realization Simulation
	Monte Carlo Flow Simulation
	MC Transport Simulation
	Probabilistic Capture Zone



	Users Manuals  	Detailed Tutorial
	Detailed Video Tutorials
	Users Manual
	Beginner's Manual



	MAGNET Code Verification  	Comparison with Analytical Solutions
	Comparison with MODFLOW  
	Comparison with Real Data
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                                            Online Support 24/7: through Discussion forum Accessible Anywhere and Anytime 
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	Live Chat
	Frequently Asked Questions
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                                                   Sign up to Take Advantage of the Realtime Modeling and Visualization Platform
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                       Pesticide Spill Problem

As a result of a labeling error, a banned water-soluble pesticide was accidentally applied one day over an agricultural area of around 1000 hectares. The application rate of the pesticide was about 0.5 kg per 1000 square meters.  The soils in this area are sandy and very permeable, resulting in very little surface runoff in the area. The underlying phreatic aquifer in this area is also sandy which receives recharge at a rate of 0.5 m/yr. The aquifer is drained by a small creek which sustains it low entirely as a result of subsurface drainage from the agricultural area (see Figure 1). Inhabiting the creek is the largest known population of a rare and endangered species of minnow which is particularly sensitive to environmental contamination. Concentrations of the pesticide greater than 50 ppb are known to be toxic to this species of minnow. 

Develop a quantitative analysis of the situation as follows: 

	If the water table is typically a distance bs=2.5m below the land surface, estimate the rate of movement down through the soil. Estimate the maximum concentration of the pesticide in the water as it reaches the water table, if dispersion can be assumed to be negligible. (Soil water characteristics for this soil are shown in Figure 2.)
	Predict the time of variation of the concentration of the pesticide to be expected in the creek. The average aquifer thickness, baq, is estimated to be 50m.
	Use the results of the above analyses and other pertinent information to develop recommendations on the solutions proposed to this problem as outlined below. 


 [image: ]


Figure 1: Creek and phreatic aquifer at risk to contamination from the pesticide application. 

Proposed solutions:

	The state environmental agency proposed to do a 9 mo., $500,000 sampling and modeling study before recommending any action.
	Environmentalists propose that a soil-treatment process applied to the upper 20 cm of the soil be initiated immediately. This will cost several million dollars and involved tilling of the soil which would destroy the crops.
	The farmers have suggested that the problem be solved by capturing the minnows and holding in a fish hatchery for a few months until the creek contamination has cleared. 


For solution ii), determine how effective (% removal) would the treatment have to be to prevent harm to the minnows. Also determine how soon the treatment must take place.

For solution iii) determine how soon the minnows can be returned to the creek. 

[image: ]


Figure 2: Soil moisture characteristic curves.
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